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Adventurer Pledge
Because Jesus loves me, I will always do my best.

Draw a picture of something you can do for Jesus.

I’m an Eager Beaver for Jesus.

Write your name
Bible Friends

Trace the Bible friends’ names.

David  ---  Jonathan

Ruth  ----  Naomi
Scavenger Hunt

Circle each of these hidden objects:

- Soccer ball
- Baseball mitt
- Trumpet
- Hat
- Paintbrush
Draw a line from each letter to the picture that makes its sound.
God created the stars.
God created the fish.

God created the birds.
God created the water.

God created Adam.
God created the animals.

God created the trees.
God created the sun.
Draw a circle around the bucket that is in front of the sandcastle.

Color the two shells pink and the shovel red.
Circle the picture that shows how your Eager Beaver leader feels when you say the following words.

**Thank you.**

[Images of two faces, one smiling and one sad]

**Give me that!**

[Images of two faces, one smiling and one sad]

**May I help you?**

[Images of two faces, one smiling and one sad]

**That’s mine!**

[Images of two faces, one smiling and one sad]
Know Your Body

Draw your hair.

Draw your face.

Draw your clothes.

Draw your shoes.
Crayons & Markers

1. Color one crayon red.
2. Color one crayon purple.
3. Color one crayon yellow.
4. Color one marker orange.
5. Color one marker green.
6. Color one marker blue.
Color the animal you would like to have for a pet.
Helping at Home

Putting away your toys is one way to help at home. Help find the toys that need to go in the toy box.

1. Circle the toys UNDER the box with a green crayon.
2. Circle the toy BESIDE the box with a purple crayon.
Write the number of birds.

1 1  One
2 2  Two
3 3  Three
4 4  Four
5 5  Five
My Community Friends

When friends are sad or sick, it’s nice to take them a card.

Draw a line from the Eager Beaver to her friend.
Underline the ball that is the biggest.

Underline the triangle that is the smallest.

Underline the star that is the smallest.

Underline the square that is the biggest.
Sponges live in the sea.

Circle the animals that also live in the sea.
1. Circle the animals that have FUR with a red crayon.

2. Circle the animals that have FEATHERS with a blue crayon.

3. Circle the animals that DO NOT have feathers or fur with a yellow crayon.
Animal Homes

Where do these animals live?
Circle the picture of each animal’s home.

- Fish in an aquarium
- House for a dog
- Hive for bees
- Cow in a barn
- Nest for a bird
- Spider web
- Nest for a bird